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With the improvement of the degree of openness in China, securities market, 
securities and the entire industry is tend to a steady development stage. But in the 
context of the rapid development of the securities industry itself, the securities 
industry's IT capital investment as well as IT applications still in the stage of 
inadequate development. The Purpose of securities transaction management system 
designed by this dissertation is to analysis and understanding the above issues, 
commission business, Display market, the clearing and settlement and some other 
aspects, which happens in the process of securities transaction realize computer 
automation and informanization of background data management system in the literal 
sense.  
the main research contents of this dissertation include: describes the design of 
securities trading management system and research background and significance of 
real topic, simple introduction research background and significance of topic, 
analysis of  home and abroad research about present securities trading management 
system; reveals technology related to securities trading management system in 
details, including the system application layer structure and B/S structure; introduces 
demand analysis of securities trading management system , covering business 
process analysis, data flow analysis, and functional and non-functional analysis; 
presents the design of securities transaction management system in this dissertation, 
including system architecture, function, database, and security and the environment, 
and other design conditions; Explains the implementation and testing of system from 
the system management module, market information module and entrust trading, 
module and system testing several aspects to study the securities trading system 
implementation and testing. 
The end of this dissertation is the summary and outlook of securities trading 
system, in order to make the system can resolve the practical problems in the 
securities industry better. Stock trading system introduced in this dissertation, in the 
















traditional business model of the securities and exchange, but also increased the 
securities of the company's management and service level and improved the 
securities company competitiveness in the market economy operation.  
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